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MEDICAL DESIGN
TREND REVIEW 2016
A SUMMARY OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL TRENDS IN MEDICAL DESIGN

NICE TO MEET YOU.

MEDICAL DESIGN TREND REVIEW 2016

HEALTH IS A
MULTIFACETED SCIENCE,
AND ITS APPEARANCE IS TOO

WHY OBSERVE
MEDICAL DESIGN TRENDS?
Whether we are aware or not, our surroundings inﬂuence our emotions, perception, and decisions. This is also true
in the medical industry.
The medical device market is complex because the technology develops more gradually than in the consumer design
sector. There are many stakeholders; not only doctors, but nurses, assistants, regulators, hospital managers,
specialists, and even the patients. Each presents a unique perspective and set of demands, resulting in a complex
design problem to be solved. Aspects of medical product design, such as appearance, the user experience, and
ambient qualities are too often belittled and sometimes forgotten.
Observing design trends in medical technology supports the creator as well as the decision maker and sets a
baseline for the design of contemporary products.
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Since 1995 we have observed medical design trends while regularly participating in the MEDICA trade fair in
Düsseldorf and working on numerous medical products.

SO, WHO ARE WE?

WILDDESIGN today is an international creative consultancy that specializes in the design of devices for the medical
and laboratory sector. We offer 360° design solutions ranging from market analysis to design and usability
engineering, as well as serial production.
We take a hands-on approach to design and the user experience, offering more than 20 years of experience in the
ﬁeld of medical design.
To foster successful projects, we have created the “24 Design Factors,” a condensed checklist for holistic design
that joins together product, brand, and problem analysis, and has become a core tool in our development process.
We believe it is important to be aware of product design trends, and have conducted trend research for years to
broaden our view of design - not just at our home in Germany, but worldwide.
The authors of this report are:

Claudia Ochagavías | Spain
Trend researcher and product designer

Emily Ziegelmeyer | United States
Trend researcher and product designer
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EVERY OPINION MATTERS.
FOR OUR RESEARCH,
WE LOOKED AROUND THE WORLD.
We feel that primary research is incredibly important to the design process. In previous years we focused on
collecting professional impressions at the MEDICA/Compamed fair, and this year we decided to dive deeper. For four
days we immersed ourselves in medical design by speaking with companies from across the globe, while receiving
visitors to our own booth in the Compamed area. We interviewed experts, took photographs, and conducted months
of extensive research, also integrating our own expertise.
The result is an extensive summary of aesthetic and usability trends prevalent in medical device design. While it
is important to note that medical design, unlike consumer product design, advances slowly, we observed trend
progression from past years, and the emergence of new technologies.
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THESE FIVE TOPICS
GUIDED OUR RESEARCH.
1 NEW TECHNOLOGIES &
ADDITIVE DESIGN
Automation — Miniaturization — Visualization — 3D printing

2 USABILITY
Simplicity — Touchscreen — Customization

CONTENTS
3 FUTURE AESTHETICS
Consumer Familiarity — Contrast, Black & White —
Color Splashes — Minimalism

4 HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
Ambient Contact — Communication and Self-Monitoring —
Positive Clinical Experience — Hygiene

5 ASIAN INFLUENCE
Price Reduction — Space Economy — Bright, Colorful, Futuristic

HOW TO INNOVATE ...
Use our tools to transfer trend know how into real products.
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1 NEW TECHNOLOGIES
& ADDITIVE DESIGN
Discover emerging technologies
and generative 3D processes

OUR FIRST QUESTION:
WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST TRENDS
IN MEDICAL TECH THIS YEAR?

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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AUTOMATION
The Xotocam 1.0 by XotonicsMED (left) is a solid

Efﬁciency matters. In a world where every second counts, how do you
get from point A to point B in less time than before?

example of automation. Equipped with a specialized
laser module, the device is capable of measuring
wound lengths and body parts within the camera’s
ﬁeld of view. The device is also capable of voice
recognition and can dictate verbal notes directly to a
patient’s record.
Ultrasound diagnostics was another ﬁeld where
we observed this trend. Ludwig Isken, Ultrasound
Product Manager at Philips, shared his opinion on
automation:
“When you begin to automate certain processes,
this begins to reduce operator error and makes
ultrasound diagnostic information more definite
and reproducible.”
A related aspect of automation is feedback; when
users complete a task, they want to be aware of
what is happening and when the task is complete.
It is important to keep the user informed, which
empowers them even if the device functions are
automated. This means telling the user that they are
going in the right direction- not only feedback, but
also “feed-forward” (DI Adrian Pinter, Business
Development at WILD GmbH. Austria).

Automation combines many steps
into one, which reduces user error.

Xotocam 1.0 by XotonicsMED
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Visit our Miniaturization
Pinterest board to see
more examples.

MINIATURIZATION
Cell phones used to be large and bulky, but have slimmed down
considerably. Today, medical equipment is following suit.

Interview with Stephan Huttenlocher (below)
Planmed Clarity (left)

Equipment is becoming smaller, lighter, and more

This affects not only brands that reach the end user,

compact. This forces companies to think about which

but also component manufacturers- We spoke with

functions are most important in a smaller space, and

Stephan Huttenlocher, Product Manager of 2E

how to make them accessible. It means, essentially,

Mechatronic, who cited this (miniaturization)

doing more with less. This space could be lifesaving,

as a major trend, as well as the need to integrate

when it means putting a smaller piece of equipment

more functions into smaller pieces- such as Molded

into an operating room that may not have otherwise ﬁt.

Interconnect Device technology (MID), where circuit
traces are applied to injection molded components.

Miniaturization is paring down device
volume so the essentials are clear.
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3D & 4K
VISUALIZATION
Visualization techniques in medicine have evolved. Two
trending visualization tools we spotted this year were 3D
and 4K technology, often used in surgical applications.
3D visualization has been experimented with in laparoscopic surgery,
where “keyhole“ incisions are made in the patient and the surgeon
operates with camera assistance. This results in less blood loss,
shorter operations, and faster recovery times. The 2D visualization
currently used by many surgeons, however, is somewhat limiting. It
results in hindered depth perception, and surgeons need to practice the
surgery many times to become adept.
With 3D technology, the surgeon has realistic depth perception when
staring at the operating monitor, improving their navigational abilities.
This in turn improves the surgeon’s posture and reduces eye strain
on long days, because they spend less time switching their eyes from
monitor to patient (1).
Lead by Sony is the 4k, or Ultra HD monitor trend. This was cited as
the top trend of the year by multiple industry professionals, because
of its clarity- up to 4 times the clarity and resolution of a standard
HD monitor. It provides surgeons and other health professionals with
an excellent vision of typically hard to view structures such as blood
vessels without pixelation (2).

3D & 4K technology streamline
and enhance laparoscopic surgery.
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Visit our 3D printing & additive
manufacturing Pinterest board

3D PRINTING & ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING
3D printing has been a medium of interest since its inception in the 1980s. Beginning
with SLA (stereo lithography apparatus), the technology has expanded to serve
manufacturers as a means of producing precise parts (3).

to see more examples.

For smaller businesses, the cost of injection molding can be prohibitive. However, as the price of 3D
printing has decreased in recent years, it has become a viable and nearly waste free means of producing
small numbers of parts for ﬁnished products (4).
Stanislav Ameltchenko, Head of Industrial Design at Adani, noted that 3D printing allows for quick
prototyping and model adjustments, as well as for small batch parts to be made with precision - a tool that
helped in the design of the Mammoscan, a digital mammography screening system, also to be integrated
into a mobile unit for reaching underserved locations.
Additive technology has also been used in medical applications such as surgical implants, prosthesis
creation, dental implants, and even to 3D print cells.

3D printing is a material and cost saving method
of production for small batches of parts.

3D Printed structure (left)

Adani mammoscan
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2 USABILITY
Exploring the interaction between user and device

LESS IS MORE.
LESS NOISE + LESS CLUTTER =
MORE PRODUCT EFFICIENCY.

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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Visit our Simplicity
Pinterest board to

SIMPLICITY
How many steps should it take to complete a task? How much visual clutter is
present? This year, simplicity was a much echoed word.

see more examples.

Devices with few buttons, or visual clutter, are easy to understand and leave less room for user
error. Smart phone integration links these devices to technology the average user is familiar with.
The QardioArm, a smartphone driven blood pressure monitor, provides an effective example:

“Doctors are happy with the QardioArm because it encourages
patients to check their blood pressure on their own, consistently,
allowing doctors to detect problems faster.”
(Martina Janeckova, VP of Global Outreach at Qardio)
Single step devices such as the QardioArm are setting the new standard for usability in wearables.
Traditional diagnostic tools equipped with touchscreens also lend themselves to simplicity. The
Philips Sparq, for example, is designed for both experts in ultrasound, and specialists who have
to use a variety of other tools in their work.
Equipped with the capability to change which
controls are visible on the touchscreen, the
Sparq allows extraneous controls to be cleared
away so that only the essentials are in view.
It makes the technology accessible to a wide
range of users, both new and experienced (5).

The simpler devices become, the more
they encourage patient compliance.
QardioArm - woman taking measurement (above)
Philips Sparq Ultrasound (right)
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TOUCHSCREEN
No longer are touchscreens conﬁned solely to personal electronics.
An interface that is familiar to the masses, touchscreens are quickly
making their way onto diagnostic devices.

Touchscreens are easier to clean, and therefore
more hygienic. The interface is relatable, thanks to
the rise in mobile touchscreen technology, and by
nature of the medium features and upgrades can be
incorporated more smoothly into existing hardware.
We observed the use of touchscreens in tools such
as surgical imaging devices, ultrasound equipment,
and x-ray machines, to name a few. With touchscreen
commands that mimic those of a smartphone
-pinching, swiping, tapping- the learning curve is
lower than ever.

Responsive, simple touchscreen interfaces
are familiar, and have a low learning curve.

X ray ﬂuoroscopy biplane imaging interface,
X-Alliance and Scanﬂex Healthcare group

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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CUSTOMIZATION
Establishing optimal workﬂow is important. Considering all of the space
around a device accounts for the health and needs of the professional user.

We observed strong space consideration in the
Dräger Perseus A500 anesthesia workstation, a Red
Dot 2013: Best of the Best winner. Though the device
appears to be larger than competing workstations, it
offers more functionality for the user because it utilizes spaces beneath the areas for infusion pumps
and monitor screens for writing and equipment storage that would otherwise be wasted. The cart unit
houses all monitor cables in a single sheath that prevents them from dangling, becoming twisted, or falling to the ﬂoor. Having a variety of options can also
be helpful as an alternative solution in the case of
equipment failure in a medical emergency.

Space utilization decided with all end users
in mind, results in a more ideal workspace.

Interview with Moritz-Rahlf Luong of Dräger (above)
Dräger Perseus A500 anesthesia workstation (left)
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3 FUTURE AESTHETICS
New devices‘ appearances and their inﬂuence

LOOKS MATTER.
SHAPE, COLOR, & PACKAGING
INFLUENCE HOW A PRODUCT
IS PERCEIVED.

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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CONSUMER FAMILIARITY
Drawing inspiration from the visual language of consumer products can create a sense
of familiarity and a better relationship to the product.

This means considering the way the user interacts with the device. In an effort to achieve simplicity,
users desire a smooth, continuous experience (6). Monitors that are streamlined to the body or
blend in with our homes are valued over equipment that may accomplish the job just as well but
take up more space.

“These devices need to fit into peoples’ lives…
they need to fit next to their phones, their computers…”
(Martina Janeckova, Qardio)
In a different sense, devices also need to have a “familiar” feeling about them. Considering not
only the appearance but also the touch of a machine can greatly shape a brand’s image. OEM
manufacturer Grayhill Inc. commented that they sold a particular switch to competing companies,
but that the important difference was “each switch has to be calibrated a certain way, because
that is how it has always felt, and that is the feeling the users are accustomed to.” (Mike Mabbit,
Business Development Manager).

Streamlined products, especially in the
wearables sector, have more consumer appeal.

Mindray ultrasound panel (above)
QardioArm table close up (left)
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Visit our Contrast/ black
& white Pinterest board

CONTRAST/
BLACK & WHITE

to see more examples.

The classic black/white aesthetic has been present for years,
but has made a resurgence in popularity.

Black and white, in reusable medical equipment, serves as a
refreshing shift from off white and cream colored devices that
used to dominate the market. Particularly with systems that are
monitor dependent (think ultrasound and laparoscopic surgery),
the black and white aesthetic applies itself well; a black border
surrounding the screen helps differentiate the main image from
the edge of a viewable area.

More intuitively, black and white lends itself to a quality, classic
feel. It is the ultimate color contrast, and one WILDDESIGN
has reﬁned on various projects for years, such as the Pantec
P.L.E.A.S.E. Professional.

Pantec P.L.E.A.S.E. by Pantec Biosolutions

Black & white is a mature, high
contrast color combination.

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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COLOR SPLASHES
New devices are beginning to incorporate a nontraditional and brighter color palette.
Now, more splashes of color are being included in devices. Take for example, the green
accents on Salvia’s Elisa line of ICU ventilators.

“The first impression of a product is made in just a second or two.
Using just a splash of color catches a user’s attention.”
(Christian Hartmann, CEO of Salvia)
This doesn’t overwhelm the senses, and can separate one machine from a long line of
competitors (a particularly helpful asset in advertising and trade fair situations). Hartmann
later added, “Products need to be complete and tell a story.” With splashes of green color
throughout the Elisa family, the devices instantly attract attention.
Lighting is also trending, especially LED technology. Lights have been increasingly introduced
in medical devices, working either as an indicator of a state or process, or used with the aim of
creating a better environment, as in the image below. An “ambient experience” helps patients
forget about their fears and feel better during an examination.

Color can communicate a feeling of freshness,
and help a device to stand out.

Ambient Experience, Philips Communications
Salvia Medical Elisa 800, designed by WILDDESIGN

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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Visit our Minimalism
Pinterest board to see

MINIMALISM

more examples.

“Good design is unobtrusive.” (12) One of Dieter Rams’
principles for good design, this sentiment still holds true.
In previous years, UI’s were designed with a
“cockpit” feeling - the feeling of complete control,
and everything in one place. While this offered the
operator every option in one place, it also offered a
lot of visual clutter that could cause confusion and
slow operation.
With “Apple” becoming a household name and
decreasing user attention spans, however, it has
become extremely important to pare interaction down
to the essentials and to communicate necessary
information in a brief and understandable way. With
the reduction of physical features on a device, it is
important to consider design hierarchy, and to make
included features – whether physical or digital – well
thought out.
One example of minimalist design is the CochlearTM
Baha® 5 Sound Processor, designed by Attention
Group, a 2015 Red Dot Award winner. The simple
and attractive design composed of soft curves and
smooth surfaces, and its possibility of blending in
with different hair colors, make this device ideal for
people who need a bone conduction hearing implant.

CochlearTM Baha® 5 Sound, Attention Group

A tool‘s design must not impede its function.

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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4 HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
Designing for consumers, promoting a healthy life

GOOD HEALTH:
IT APPLIES EVERYWHERE.

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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Visit our Ambient contact
Pinterest board to see
more examples.

AMBIENT CONTACT
The “wearables” trend is continuing to grow. Though there aren’t any
wearables purely for medical use on the market, (10) there are a vast
array of bodily functions that can be monitored.

A device‘s aesthetics should not give
away its full technical capabilities.
This non-contact sleep monitor by Beurer exempliﬁes

In another sense, ambiance can refer to the way

this ambiance. The monitor is a simple disc shape and

devices communicate with each other. For example,

designed to slide under one’s mattress, collecting data

the way data is transferred from a monitor that was in

via Bluetooth communication. The lab validated unit is

use ofﬂine- in the case of the QardioCore ECG monitor

unobtrusive on one’s sleep. The technology is relayed

(below), it is capable of storing a certain amount of

almost entirely on the accompanying smartphone

ofﬂine data, which is uploaded automatically once the

application, while the monitor itself is a very simple

device reconnects, so there are no hiccups in the user’s

shape (7).

record (8).

Beurer SE80 sleep monitor (above)
QardioCore front view (right)

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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COMMUNICATION &
SELF-MONITORING
Self-monitoring has the ability to expand communication between the doctor and
patient, and also to increase self awareness.

Communication between doctors and patients is important, even after an ofﬁce visit. Bluetens, a
company that has developed a mobile application for electrostimulation therapy, allows therapists to
send custom rehabilitation programs to patients on their smart device. The application also allows the
doctor to send the patient reminders when they stray from their therapy routine.
The self-monitoring aspect can also be interpreted as patient controlled monitoring, giving patients a
greater sense of control over their well-being. However, there are drawbacks to this trend.

“The user doesn’t think about data safety, but the provider must.”
(Lucy Malby, Business Development Manager at eg technology Ltd.)
There are constant data security risks during information transmission- made even more risky by the
innocent option of sharing your ﬁtness progress on social media, as well as sending the information to
a healthcare provider- who will come into contact with the information besides the intended recipient?
This is a primary concern for IT experts and medical professionals.

Bluetens app interface, showing patient where to place electrodes on body (right)
Bluetens remote for controlling electric signals (left)

Mobile technology allows doctors to customize
treatment plans and better monitor patients.

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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POSITIVE CLINICAL
EXPERIENCE

A device that encourages a positive patient experience is
the Planmed Verity. It provides a ﬂexible and comfortable

Part of a healthy lifestyle is not just the end result, but the whole clinical experience.
Ironically, many procedures intended to improve health incite distress.

experience for patients who need to have images of their
facial bones or extremities taken. The device offers
versatile positioning and a compact form that is less
intimidating than traditional x-ray setups (9).
For example, a mother must normally part with her
child, when x-ray equipment is located in an isolated
room. The Planmed Verity allows the mother and child
to instead stay close together during the procedure,
undoubtedly reducing the young patient‘s anxiety.

Many devices are being designed now to
take the patient‘s comfort into account.

Planmed Verity

Patient positioning in Planmed Verity

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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HYGIENE
Assistant preparing for an operation (left)
Xotocam 1.0 by XotonicsMED (below)

Hygiene means maintaining a sanitary environment, and in medical design, means
considering ease of sterilization when designing devices- especially reusable ones.

One way we noticed hygiene can be promoted is through

From a design aspect, easy to clean surfaces are vital

the use of glossy surfaces; years ago, rougher, off white

to consider during the early stages of creating a piece

surfaces were trending. Coincidentally, they also hid

of medical equipment. The Xotocam 1.0 by Xotonics Med

dirt more easily. With a shiny surface, even the tiniest

was designed as one piece with this in mind; as a camera

speck or scratch is immediately noticeable.

that is designed especially for the operating room, the
camera will need to be sterilized on a frequent basis.

There are two aspects of cleanliness: how clean an
object looks, and how clean an object actually is.
© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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5 ASIAN INFLUENCE
Focusing on the presence of Asian design

OBSERVING DESIGN PREFERENCES
IN EASTERN COUNTRIES.

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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PRICE REDUCTION

SPACE ECONOMY

Chinese companies are driving down the cost of devices, putting
pressure on Western competition.

Some hospitals have less room than others.

A growing trend not so much in design, but in competition, is the low cost

“In many Japanese hospitals, they have
much, much less space to work with. So,
typically they ask for smaller devices.”

of equipment produced and exported from China. Until several years ago,
Chinese made medical machines had difﬁculty reaching western markets
because of an inability to meet international quality standards. In recent years
(particularly following the 2008 Chinese health care reform), more money
has been invested in medical research and development in China. With price

(Moritz Rahlf-Luong, Dräger)

ceilings in place on the amount hospitals in China can pay for a device, and
ﬁerce local competition, manufacturers are driving down prices, some posing
competition to western manufacturers (11).

WILDDESIGN Shanghai ofﬁce from a distance

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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Visit our Bright, colorful,
futuristic Pinterest board to

BRIGHT, COLORFUL,
FUTURISTIC

see more examples.

In western countries, red is associated with the color of blood, of

Color is a powerful means of symbolism, and an effective way to convey emotions.
However, colors stand for different things in different countries.

danger, of anger. In China, however, the color is a symbol of vitality,
joy, and success. Appropriately, then, many Chinese companies,
such as the global competitor Mindray, incorporate the color red
into their branding.
WILDDESIGN Shanghai worked with YDUNVIE, a Sino-Danish
startup, on the acne ﬁghting device Nova (left), to achieve
an aesthetic look that would appeal to the Chinese marketconsidering color options such as gold (symbolic of wealth) and a
swift, straightforward design.
We also noticed that many Asian companies (from Taiwanese, to
Korean, to Chinese) incorporated extra colors and playful features
into their designs. Commonly seen were pediatrician’s tools
that offered an animal’s face, or brightly colored coverings for a
stethoscope, to put patients at ease during an examination.
In the health and exercise sector, there is a trend towards tools that
are sleek and light – incorporating metallic colors, swift, curving
accent lines, and shiny materials (namely with body composition
tools designed for the gym or home, not for use in a sterile setting
such as an operating room.)

Energetic, swift, bright: Three words to
describe the “Asian” design aesthetic.

YDUNVIE Nova by WILDDESIGN

© 2016 WILDDESIGN | All rights reserved.
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IN CONCLUSION...
In 2015 we saw a greater shift towards user empowerment and taking charge of one’s own health. This was observed
not only with the rise of various homecare and self-management tools in the consumer sector, but also the design
shifts in traditionally “clinical” tools.
We also saw new key players appear in the global market, including companies of Asian origin.
Overall, though, 2015 was a year of reﬁnement in medical design.
Devices are judged against rigorous technical, biological, and ethical standards before they are approved for patient
use, which means that the life cycle of products gradually evolves and continues for years.
Many trends observed in previous years, such as minimalism, black and white aesthetics, and simplicity have been
echoed this year, and will continue to be reﬁned in the future.
More important than ever is the consideration of usability in product design; human factors consideration and user
testing are what separate reﬁned products from clumsy and outdated ones.
For the future, we predict more colorful and atmospheric devices that educate the patient, and guide the professional
appropriately. We see an increased inﬂuence from consumer products, particularly “smart” electronics. Both
casual and professional users demand responsive technology that spans from their homes to the hospital.
We hope this trend report helps to guide your decisions in creating sensible, user-centered products.

Markus Wild
January 2016
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Now, you have specific information about current

How can you use this trend knowledge to your

design trends in medical technology. It is important

advantage and implement it in future products? How

to keep in mind that these individual characteristics

can you integrate better usability into your product

align

or

development process? To help you purposefully

“megatrends.” It is worthwhile to also analyze

align this knowledge, WILDDESIGN has created

these larger trends if you wish to understand and

four workshops targeting different stages of the

apply those that are more nuanced.

design process: TRENDBASE 1, STRATEGYBASE

with

much

larger

social

trends,

2, USERBASE 3, AND DESIGNBASE 4.

2015

2020

2025

HOW TO INNOVATE ...

Use our tools to transfer trend know how into real products.

TRENDBASE 1 - Explore your Trendscape

STRATEGYBASE 2 - Plan your Roadmap

A PRODUCT

1
ASSIGNED PURPOSE
Problem, target,
scope

2

3

4

5

6

7

PRODUCT VALUE
USP, positioning,
price

INTERACTION
Use cases, usability,
interfaces, user groups

PRODUCT SURROUNDING
Space, systems,
service, life cycle,
sustainibility

DESIGN LANGUAGE
DNA, guidelines

FUNCTIONS
and features

COMPONENTS
Product architecture,
technology pack,
structure

13 12
MARKET
Countries,
cultures, character

BRANDSCAPE
Competition,
marketing

14 15
PORTFOLIO
Business fields,
assortment

POINT OF SALE
Sales channels,
logistics

11

10

BRAND VALUE
Image, Corporate
Identity, name

TARGET GROUPS
Segments, voice
of the customer,
user profiles

B BRAND

16

17

18

COMMUNICATION
Customer
experience

MEGATRENDS
Technology-, industry-,
color-, design-,
business-trends

VISION
Brand roadmap,
the big picture

9

8

STANDARDS
AND NORMS

TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS

23

22

21

20

SECURITY
Intellectual property,
legal rights,
quality management

MANUFACTURING
Costs, environment,
materials, technology

COMPANY
Resources, experiencesprofile, partnerships

DEVELOPMENT
Targets, constraints,
risks and costs

C REALIZATION

19
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Leader, stakeholder,
team, schedule,
process

24
DEFINING
SUCCESS
Quick wins,
business model,
return on invest,
hard/soft goals

USERBASE 3 - Meet your User

DESIGNBASE 4 - Define your Design
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TRENDBASE 1

STRATEGYBASE 2

TrendBase 1 outlines the initial steps to creating

These trends provide fresh inspiration as well as

We now know which inﬂuences will affect our

This part of the basework should include the

a new product. Which trends are most relevant to

a strategic guideline, helping you to visualize your

product, so we can deﬁne our action plan and

opinions of all major stakeholders; feedback must

my product? Which offer the most promise? Which

product and its progression through the next 5

consider our timeline for the next few years. We

be obtained from an interdisciplinary group. We call

trends should I pay the most attention to? Based on

years. Our goal here is to answer the question:

mark the movement of relevant trends and how our

the result of this the “Design-Strategy-Roadmap.”

the Megatrend-Map from the prestigious German

“which inﬂuences will most strongly affect my

products will contribute to them. We can visualize

It addresses the question: what are the options

Zukunftsinstitut, we can navigate through an

product in the future?”

the product within our existing family of products,

available to us in the future for new products?

array of trends and help you to visualize which are

and how to make it work utilizing existing resources.

essential to you and to outline future design goals.

2015

2020

2025

Explore your Trendscape

Plan your Roadmap
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USERBASE 3

DESIGNBASE 4

This workshop centers on the users of your product

the product. We also observe how they would

This workshop is about deﬁning in detail factors

years of design experience and several hundred

and its applications in practice. In the ﬁrst part of

handle the product, or competing products. The

that inﬂuence your future product. This workshop

completed projects. We create mood boards to

the workshop we develop a common understanding

focus of this workshop will vary based on how this

ensures the creation of a complete overview that

explore stylistic directions and create a collection

of the product’s key functions, and determine which

product relates to others competing on the market.

accounts for the most inﬂuential factors. We work

of examples of leading products on the market,

features are most important. In the second part of

Regardless, the same end question is answered:

together to determine which design aspects of your

which can be referred to in detail or as general

the workshop, we seek feedback from the end user,

what improvements or adjustments can be made

product will be explored most deeply. We work

design examples. The central question answered

asking for their perspective on what is important

to my product, according to the user?

with our system “24 Design Factors”, a problem

is: what characteristics should my new product

solving grid which we have developed through 25

possess?

and what should be included in the redesign of

A PRODUCT

1
ASSIGNED PURPOSE
Problem, target,
scope

2

3

4

5

6

7

PRODUCT VALUE
USP, positioning,
price

INTERACTION
Use cases, usability,
interfaces, user groups

PRODUCT SURROUNDING
Space, systems,
service, life cycle,
sustainibility

DESIGN LANGUAGE
DNA, guidelines

FUNCTIONS
and features

COMPONENTS
Product architecture,
technology pack,
structure

13 12

11

10

BRANDSCAPE
Competition,
marketing

BRAND VALUE
Image, Corporate
Identity, name

TARGET GROUPS
Segments, voice
of the customer,
user proﬁles

MARKET
Countries,
cultures, character

14 15
PORTFOLIO
Business ﬁelds,
assortment

POINT OF SALE
Sales channels,
logistics

B BRAND

16

17

18

COMMUNICATION
Customer
experience

MEGATRENDS
Technology-, industry-,
color-, design-,
business-trends

VISION
Brand roadmap,
the big picture

9

8

STANDARDS
AND NORMS

TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS

23

22

21

20

SECURITY
Intellectual property,
legal rights,
quality management

MANUFACTURING
Costs, environment,
materials, technology

COMPANY
Resources, experiencesproﬁle, partnerships

DEVELOPMENT
Targets, constraints,
risks and costs

C REALIZATION

19
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Leader, stakeholder,
team, schedule,
process

24
DEFINING
SUCCESS
Quick wins,
business model,
return on invest,
hard/soft goals

Meet your User

Deﬁne your Design
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